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Enhanced second harmonic generation from InAs
nano-wing structures on silicon†
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Anna Fontcuberta i Morrald and Luca Dal Negro*a
We demonstrate morphology-dependent second-harmonic genera-

tion (SHG) from InAs V-shaped nanomembranes. We show SHG

correlation with the nano-wing shape and size, experimentally

quantify the SHG efficiency, and demonstrate a maximum SHG

enhancement of about 500 compared to the bulk. Experimental data

are supported by rigorous calculations of local electromagnetic field

spectra.
Introduction

Nonlinear optical phenomena have been recently exploited in
order to demonstrate photon manipulation on a single chip,
where new functionalities such as parametric down-conver-
sion, optical broadband routing, and multiple frequency
generation can potentially be integrated.1–4 In particular, the
second harmonic generation (SHG) process, which originates
from the second-order optical susceptibility c(2) of materials,
enables the conversion of two photons (usually in the near-IR
wavelength range) into a single photon of doubled frequency.
Many different semiconductor materials exhibit large second-
order susceptibility, but they cannot easily be integrated with
the widespread Si-based microelectronics technology. On the
other hand, bulk Si possesses only a negligible c(2) due to its
centrosymmetric crystal structure, which makes it unsuitable
for efficient nonlinear optical generation on a chip. Neverthe-
less, a signicant amount of research activities have
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demonstrated promising strategies to boost optical nonlinear-
ities in Si-based materials systems. Recently, enhanced second-
order nonlinearity in Si has been demonstrated by a number of
approaches including higher-order multipolar processes,5 the
breaking of crystal symmetry at interfaces, the engineering of
strain elds,6–12 or the development of substoichiometric silicon
nitride thin lms.13 An alternative strategy relies on the inte-
gration atop Si technology of non-centrosymmetric semi-
conductor nanostructures that feature very efficient optical
nonlinear coefficients, thus potentially enabling a number of
novel device applications. In particular, III–V semiconductors
monolithically grown on Si-compatible substrates are already
utilized for specic optoelectronics applications due to their
direct band-gaps and high carrier mobilities.14–16 Moreover, III–V
semiconductor materials can be synthesized in a large variety of
nanostructures with different sizes, shapes, architectures, and
compositions, resulting in largely tunable quantum size effects
and morphology-driven optical resonances that permit to exibly
engineer light–matter interactions. In particular, three-dimen-
sional structures such as nanowires,17–21 nanotrees,22 nanorings,23

nanoowers,24,25 or nanomembranes26 have shown signicant
advantages over traditional quantum dots and quantum wells
due to their ability to support tunable resonances that enhance
their optical properties.27–30 A number of studies have been per-
formed on the linear optical properties of III–V nanostructures,
but little is known on the interplay between morphology-
dependent structural resonances and their nonlinear optical
properties.

In this paper, we systematically investigate the second
harmonic generation in InAs V-shaped nanomembranes, dub-
bed nano-wings, grown epitaxially on (001) Si substrates. By
investigating a number of samples fabricated with varying
geometrical parameters, we correlate the measured SHG signal
and efficiency to the shape and size of the nano-wings,
demonstrating a maximum SHG signal enhanced by about 500
times compared to a reference InAs bulk sample due to the
excitation of structural resonances with large local eld
enhancement at the pump wavelength.
Nanoscale, 2013, 5, 10163–10170 | 10163
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Methods
Growth

The InAs membranes have been grown by molecular beam
epitaxy in a DCA P600 system. We have used (001) p-doped
silicon wafers with a resistivity of 0.1–0.5 U cm on which we
deposited a 20 nm thick SiO2 layer of thermal oxide as a
growth mask. Electron beam lithography has been used to
pattern holes with diameters ranging between 100 and 180 nm
and inter-hole distances ranging from 200 to 2000 nm in a ZEP
resist. The pattern has been then transferred on the oxide
layer by a 12 s 7 : 1 buffered HF wet etch. Prior to the intro-
duction to the MBE reactor, the wafer underwent a further 2 s
dip in the buffered HF solution in order to guarantee a
perfectly clean and oxide-free surface in the holes. The
substrates were subsequently degassed at 600 �C for 2 h in
UHV and then again at 770 �C for 30 min when transferred to
the growth chamber to further remove any possible surface
contaminants. The growth was carried out at a nominal In
growth rate of 0.2 Å s�1, at a temperature of 520 �C, As4 partial
pressure of 0.8 and 1.15 � 10�5 Torr (growth time respectively
of 1 h and 2 h) and with 7 rpm rotation.
Optical set-up

Second harmonic generation has been studied using a mode-
locked high power ultrafast Ti:sapphire laser (MaiTai HP
SpectraPhysics, 150 fs pulse width) coupled with an electro-
optic pulse picker to set the repetition rate at 20 MHz. The
average pumping power was 8 mW, laser light was horizontal
polarized, and the excitation wavelength in the range 700–900
nm. We ensured that no thermal oxidation occurred under
these conditions, and measures were repeatable in the same
spot aer sweeping the pump power several times. The pump
beam was focused on the sample using a 20� microscope
objective, unless otherwise specied in the text. The same
objective was used to collect the back-reected light. A long-pass
lter was placed before the sample to avoid any unrelated signal
at the second harmonic wavelengths. The sample output was
collected through a standard telescoping lens arrangement and
coupled into an f/4 monochromator (Cornerstone 260). The
pump light was rejected by a short-pass lter placed in front of
the monochromator slits. The SHG spectra have been detected
with a lock-in amplier (Oriel Merlin) coupled to a low-light
photomultiplier tube (PMT, Oriel Instrumentation 77348). The
SHG output power has been estimated considering the PMT
responsivity, the measured transmittivity of all the optical
components and the light coupling efficiency into the mono-
chromator, and also directly measured through a highly sensi-
tive power meter detector (Newport 918D-UVOD3), as reported
elsewhere.13 The same set-up was also used for imaging and
aligning the sample in order to ensure overlap between the laser
beam-illuminated area and the nanostructure area in the
sample. For this purpose, the output of the objective was sent
also to a visible-sensitive camera and the alignment was veried
before every measure. A schematic of the experimental set-up is
sketched in the ESI, Fig. SI1.†
10164 | Nanoscale, 2013, 5, 10163–10170
Modeling

Electromagnetic scattering calculations were performed using a
Surface Integral Formulation of Maxwell's equations. They very
effectively treat the scattering from arbitrary shaped particles
since they require only the discretization of the spatial domain
occupied by the scatterers, while the radiation conditions are
automatically satised. A detailed comparison of the accuracy
of several Surface Integral Formulations in both the far and near
eld zone is reported elsewhere.31 The calculations performed
in this paper are based on the PMCHWT (Poggio, Miller, Chang,
Harrington, andWu) formulation.32,33 In this work, meshes with
about 4k edges have been used to numerically solve the scat-
tering problem.
Results and discussion
Nanomembranes growth and structural characterization

Fig. 1 shows 20� tilted scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
images of typical InAs membranes grown at 520 �C, nominal In
growth rate of 0.2 Å s�1 and under As4 partial pressure of 0.8 �
10�5 Torr (a – 1 h growth) and 1.15 � 10�5 Torr (b – 2 h growth).
The images reveal the peculiar shape of the nanostructures with
two preferred directions of elongation. The structural properties
of these nanosctructures have already been discussed
elsewhere.26,34

They present a mixture of wurtzite and zinc-blende structure,
and extend along two opposite <111> B directions, forming at
{110} walls. In particular, in a top-down projection, we found
two comparable distribution of membranes, extending respec-
tively along the <1�10> and <110> directions. The direction
perpendicular to the substrate and parallel to the incident light
is the (100). As the excitation beam is linearly polarized, we will
always observe a combination of the longitudinal and trans-
verse mode on the nanostructures. As described in the experi-
mental section, the membranes are positioned in regular holes
arrays in a SiO2 mask with diameter changing from 100 to
180 nm and inter-hole distance (pitch) changing from 200 to
2000 nm. Fig. 1(c) and (d) show the effect of the pitch and the
opening size on the size of membranes grown under the
conditions mentioned above (in blue: As4 partial pressure of 0.8
� 10�5 Torr for 1 h, in red: As4 partial pressure of 1.15 � 10�5

Torr for 2 h). Both the samples are characterized by a signicant
length variation as a function of the pitch (Fig. 1(c)). This
dependence is characterized by two separate growth regimes as
it has been found by other groups for nanowires grown on
pattern:35–37 for pitches below 800 nm the length increases with
the pitch, while above that threshold the length saturates. The
switch between the two regimes is determined by the indium
surface diffusion length on the SiO2. A detailed description of
this mechanism is discussed in a separate work.34 The effect
of the hole size on the morphology of the membranes is
described in Fig. 1(d): the width of the membranes increases by
increasing the opening sizes. As noted in Conesa-Boj et al.26 the
membranes originate from the two opposite facets of a rectan-
gular pyramidal island nucleus, the size of which is in turn
determined by the opening size. As for the dependence of the
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013
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Fig. 1 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) tilted (20�) images of typical InAs
membranes grown at 520 �C, nominal In growth rate of 0.2 Å s�1 and under As4
partial pressure of 0.8 � 10�5 Torr (a – 1 h growth) and 1.15 � 10�5 Torr (b – 2 h
growth). Effect of the pitch on the length of InAs membranes: the length
increases by increasing the pitch and saturates (c). Plot of the membranes width
as a function of the opening size: the width increases by increasing the opening
size (d).

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013
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length on the pitch, a detailed description of this behavior will
be provided in a dedicated study.
Electromagnetic modeling

Using the accurate surface integral equation (SIE) method,31–33

we investigate the scattering and near eld behaviour of nano-
wings as a function of incident wavelength, rst by varying the
length of the nano-wing for xed widths and then by varying the
width for xed lengths. Engineering the distinctive scattering
and near-eld response of dielectric nano-wing structures is of
importance for tailoring their linear and nonlinear optical
properties, as it will be demonstrated in the next section. We
excited the nano-wing with a plane wave of unit intensity
propagating in the negative z-direction for two different polar-
izations, longitudinal (x-polarized with reference to Fig. 2) and
transverse (y-polarized) to the length of the nano-wing. Fig. 2(a)
and (b) show the scattering efficiency as a function of wave-
length for different nano-wing lengths with a xed width of
75 nm for longitudinal and transverse excitation respectively.
For both longitudinal and transverse excitation, we can see a
resonant behaviour controlled by the geometrical parameters of
the nano-wing. As the length increases from 1850 nm to 3615
nm, the peak value of the scattering efficiency also increases,
and in the case of longitudinal polarization undergoes a
substantial red-shi. Fig. 2(c) and (d) show the scattering effi-
ciency as a function of wavelength for different nano-wing width
with a xed length of 1600 nm for longitudinal and transverse
excitation respectively. For longitudinal polarization, as the
width increases from 50 nm to 160 nm the peak value decreases,
whereas we found no signicant trend for the transverse
polarization. For both polarizations we observe a strong red-
shi. In conclusion, we have shown a resonant scattering
behaviour of the nano-wing driven by its geometrical parame-
ters. We now investigate the near-eld distribution of the nano-
wing resonances, and show that they can signicantly enhance
the local intensity of incident electric elds. Fig. 3(a) and (b)
show the total electric eld (sum of incident and scattered eld)
plotted on the surface of the nano-wing for the longitudinal and
transverse modes respectively. We calculated the surface eld
with a single incident wavelength of 800 nm for a nano-wing
with a length of 1150 nm and a width of 75 nm. When the
incident eld is longitudinally polarized, the total eld on the
surface of the nano-wing is strongly localized at the two tips
and along the edges of the faces. In the case of a transverse
incident polarization the total eld is more uniformly
distributed on the vertical faces of the nano-wing, although it
assumes lower values compared to the longitudinal excitation
conguration. Fig. 3(c) and (d) show the average of the surface
electric eld as a function of wavelength for different nano-
wing lengths with a xed width of 75 nm for longitudinal and
transverse excitation respectively. For longitudinal excitation,
at a wavelength of 800 nm, as the length increases from 1850
nm to 3615 nm, the average electric eld decreases. Our
analysis unveils that a clear trend exists: the shortest nano-
wing features the largest average surface electric eld. For
transverse excitation, no clear trend exists for the investigated
Nanoscale, 2013, 5, 10163–10170 | 10165
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Fig. 2 Spectrum of the scattering efficiency as a function of wavelength for different nano-wing lengths with a fixed width of 75 nm for longitudinal (a) and transverse
excitation (b) respectively. Spectrum of the scattering efficiency as a function of wavelength for different nano-wing widths with a fixed length of 1600 nm for
longitudinal (c) and transverse (d) excitation. The nano-wing is excited with a plane wave of unit intensity propagating in the negative z-direction.
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set of parameters. The structure with largest average electric
eld has a length of 800 nm while the other structures have
approximately the same eld strength.
Second harmonic experiments

In this section we investigate the second harmonic generation
(SHG) from nano-wing samples supporting tunable near-eld
and scattering resonances spectrally overlapping the pump
wavelength. The possibility to signicantly enhance and control
the SHG of nano-wings by tailoring their nanoscale morphology
will be experimentally demonstrated. The second harmonic
generation takes place in both the surface and the bulk of the
InAs nanostructures. Both bulk and surface sources of nonlin-
earity can be strongly inuenced by the local distribution of the
electric eld on the surface and within the bulk of the InAs
nanostructures, as a result of their resonant optical response.
We notice that, in the case of crystalline InAs, materials, theo-
retical considerations44 suggest that the bulk contribution to
the second harmonic generation dominates over the surface
contribution. This has been conrmed by experimental results
of SHG in planar InAs slabs.38 On the other hand, little is known
on the relative contributions of bulk versus surface nonlinear
contributions in resonant nanostructures with non-spherical
shapes, such as the investigated nano-wings, and a systematic
experimental study is proposed in this section. In Fig. 4(a) we
10166 | Nanoscale, 2013, 5, 10163–10170
show representative second harmonic (SH) spectra recorded
from a sample with a 500 nm span of the nano-wings (from here
on referred to as the length of the nano-wing), and wing
thicknesses in the range between 95 nm and 180 nm. It is worth
noting that the average pump power used to generate the SH
signal in the paper was only 8 mW (800 nm excitation wave-
length). The SH signal detected from a bulk InAs wafer under
exactly the same experimental conditions is also reported as a
reference (spectrum has been multiplied by 20 to be visible in
the plot). In particular, our substrate is (001) oriented and we
measured the azimuthal angle of the SH emission in order to
identify the angle corresponding to the highest SH intesity.38 We
show in Fig. SI2† the trend with the azimuthal angle of our data.
The measured signal from the nanostructures is consistently at
least one order of magnitude higher than from the bulk mate-
rial. Moreover, it is important to observe that no scaling factor
has been applied to these data, despite the illuminated material
volume is much smaller in the nano-wing samples compared to
the reference bulk material. This demonstrates that the V-shape
morphology of the nano-wings plays a fundamental role in
enhancing the SH emission. Furthermore, we observe a clear
trend between the SH intensity and the thickness of the nano-
wings, establishing a correlation between the structural
parameters of the wings and their enhanced nonlinear optical
responses. We discovered that the strongest SH signal is
generated by the thinnest nano-wings. In addition, in Fig. 4 we
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013
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Fig. 3 Total electric field plotted on the surface of the nano-wing with a length of 1150 nm and a width of 75 nm for longitudinal (a) and transverse excitation (b) at
wavelength 800 nm. Spectrum of the average of the surface electric field as a function of wavelength for different nano-wing lengths with a fixed width of 75 nm for
longitudinal (c) and transverse excitation (d) respectively. Spectrum of the average of the surface electric field as a function of wavelength for different nano-wing
widths with a fixed length of 1600 nm for longitudinal (e) and transverse (f) excitation. The nano-wing is excited with a plane wave of unit intensity propagating in the
negative z-direction.
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demonstrate the large tunability of the nonlinear optical prop-
erties of nano-wings. Specically, in Fig. 4(b) we show the
second harmonic spectra obtained under different excitation
wavelengths spanning a broad range (740–1040 nm). Data are
normalized for the photon ux at each wavelength and for our
collection system response in order to be comparable.39

Consistent with the nonlinear nature of the SHG process, the
SH spectra are always peaked at twice the frequency of the
pumping photons. Moreover, we observe a monotonically
increase of the SH signal as the wavelength increases. In order
to fully demonstrate the nonlinear nature of this process, we
show in Fig. 4(c) the pump power dependence of the measured
SH intensity detected at 400 nm. Similar trends have been
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013
measured for all the samples. The double logarithmic plot of
the pump-power dependence is tted by a continuous line
(Fig. 4(c)) of almost quadratic slope (2.1 � 0.1), clearly proving
the second-order nonlinear nature of the SH emission process.

The role of the shape and the geometrical parameters of the
InAs nano-wings is elucidated in Fig. 5. We measured the SH
emission and also calculated the local electric eld enhance-
ment (under plane-wave excitation) at the pump frequency for a
broad range of thicknesses and lengths of the nano-wings, and
found a clear correlation between their respective trends.
Fig. 5(a) shows the measured SHG intensity as a function of the
nano-wing width, for different values of the nano-wing lengths.
Data are normalized at the maximum value for a better
Nanoscale, 2013, 5, 10163–10170 | 10167
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Fig. 4 (a) Second harmonic spectra from a sample with 500 nm-long nano-
wings, and thicknesses in the range between 95 nm and 180 nm. Average
pumping power was 8 mW, excitation wavelength 800 nm. The SH spectrum
(multiplied by 20) from a bulk InAs wafer is also reported as a reference. (b) SH-
excitation spectra from a sample with 500 nm-long and 137 nm-thin nano-wings.
Average pumping power was fixed at 8 mW. (c) Pump power dependence of the
SH intensity detected at 400 nm (log–log scale). Continuous line is the linear fit of
the data, exhibiting a slope of 2.1 � 0.1.

Fig. 5 SHG intensity as a function of the membrane width, for different fixed
nano-wing lengths (a), and as a function of length for fixed widths (b). Data are
normalized at the maximum value for a better comparison. Continuous lines are
guide to eyes.
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comparison. Continuous lines are guides to the eyes. We can
observe that the SHG intensity is strongly dependent on the
nano-wing width, and it decreases for the thickest structures.
10168 | Nanoscale, 2013, 5, 10163–10170
Trends are consistent for all the length values, although the data
scales at different rates that depend on the length of the wings. In
Fig. 5(b) we show the normalized SHG intensity as a function of
wing length for xed values of the widths. We observe a decrease
of the SH intensity as the wing length increases.

Additionally, we measured for each sample the SHG output
power to quantify the SH generation efficiency (pumping power
has been kept at 8 mW for all experiments). We report the SH
efficiency for samples with different width, length xed at 572
nm (Table 1), and with different length, width xed at 72 nm
(Table 2). Data have to be compared with efficiencies reported in
literature from other nanostructures.12,13,40–43 The measured
efficiency for the bulk InAs bulk substrate is reported as a
reference. The SH enhancement due to the nano-wing shaped
samples is measured and it features a maximum enhancement
of the SH generation of approximately a factor 500 for the
thinnest (72 nm) and shortest (475 nm) nanostructures. We
attribute this SHG enhancement to the resonantly enhanced
electric eld intensity at the pump wavelength, associated to the
excitation of the distinctive structural resonances of nano-wings.
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013
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Table 1 Measured SH efficiency and SH enhancement compared to bulk InAs for
nano-wings with different width and fixed length (572 nm)

Width (nm) SHG efficiency SHG enhancement

95 1.821 � 10�4 303
116 1.129 � 10�4 188
137 8.50 � 10�5 141
158 7.88 � 10�5 131
179 4.60 � 10�5 76
Bulk 6 � 10�7 1

Table 2 Measured SH efficiency and SH enhancement compared to bulk InAs for
nano-wings with different length and fixed width (72 nm)

Length (nm) SHG efficiency SHG enhancement

475 2.932 � 10�4 488
1837 5.49 � 10�5 91
2655 5.33 � 10�5 88
3200 3.13 � 10�5 52
3615 1.15 � 10�5 19
Bulk 6 � 10�7 1
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On the other hand, based on the calculated scattering cross
sections of nano-wings (see Fig. 2), the role of scattering resonances
at the SHG wavelength is negligible with respect to the pump
wavelength. While a rigorous theoretical analysis of the nonlinear
generation in nano-wing structures is beyond the scope of this
paper, we believe that our experimental demonstration of resonant
control and SHG enhancement in InAs nano-wing structures can
result in novel functionalities uniquely enabled by the engineering
of resonant electromagnetic elds at the nanoscale.

Conclusions

In this work we demonstrated tunable and strongly enhanced
(up to 500 times) second harmonic generation from InAs nano-
wings of varying geometrical parameters monolithically grown
on a Si substrate. We studied the resonant behaviour of nano-
wing structures by the rigorous calculation of morphology
dependent scattering resonances and near-eld electromag-
netic spectra, obtained using the surface integral equation
technique. We experimentally investigated the second
harmonic generation in this novel type of resonant nano-
structures and experimentally quantied their SHG efficiency,
and show a direct correlation with the shape and size of the
nano-wings. The monolithic integration of III–V semiconductor
nanostructures with enhanced nonlinear optical properties on a
Si platform paves the way to novel device structures leveraging
with tunable optical resonances for nonlinear photon genera-
tion on a chip.
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